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ornamental ironwork. The more ordinary sign-painters of commerce
had their headquarters in Hoop Alley, Shoe Lane, where (till their
trade declined after the regulations against projecting signs) they kept
large stocks of signs both carved and painted, gilt grapes and sugar-
loaves, lasts and teapots in the round, as well as the still familiar red
lions and white harts.14
The London artisan was admitted to be a most excellent workman;
Leblanc, a Frenchman by no means prejudiced in favour of England,
gives him a magnificent testimonial: he is never content to work below
his own standard of good workmanship (in this he differs from the
Frenchman) ande the vilest workman thinks nobly of his trade*. On the
other hand (according to Leblanc) his notion of beauty is limited to
accuracy, elegance escapes him; his invention in the mechanic arts is .
admirable (this is before 1745) but he is deficient in the arts of taste. The
conclusion drawn is that perhaps a too scrupulous accuracy chills
genius.15 Grosley, some twenty years later, writes, *the perfection of
handicraft and the love of liberty in the lowest class of artificers, contri-
bute equally to render English manufactures very dear*. The' dissolute-
ness', so much complained of did not necessarily mean idleness: Place
describes the foreman he employed in 1799 as *a journey-man of the old
blackguard school, who... had given in to all sorts of dissipation.. „ /
He adds, Tie was one of the most diligent men living, and when business
was brisk, frequently came to his work at four o'clock in the morning
and sometimes earlier*.
In London in the eighteenth century almost every variety of indus-
. trial organization is to be found, corresponding with widely different
stages of development, and these different stages often existed in the
same trade. For instance, in 1758 and earlier, there was at least one
capitalist who owned six fishing vessels worth £600 apiece with crews
of eight or nine men, and was also an importer of fish, a Billingsgate
salesman and a retailer on a large scale. He claimed to import 12,000 kits
of pickled salmon from Scotland in a year besides great quantities of
fresh salmon and from 1,500 to 2,000 salmon trout from Berwick in a
week. For six months in the year he employed, he said, from 1,300 to
. 1,500 men.16 At the same time the typical Thames fisherman who lived
at Barking or Bankside, Lambeth or Hammersmith, if he owned a boat
and nets (these cost £50 or £60 in the middle of the century) carried on

